SafetyJacs® is the new standard in cut & roll jacketing for superior Safety, Productivity, and Protection.

- Significantly reduces labor costs
- Drastically improve Safety at no extra expense
- Helps mitigate CUI (Corrosion Under Insulation)

Impact on Profit • Increasing your Productivity

- Quick install & the elimination of “fishmouthing” between bands • Significant reduction in application time
- Better seal on the longitudinal lap to mitigate water ingress • Prevents CUI
- Eliminates costly self-fabrication of cut & roll
- Reduce impacts of schedule compression
- Rigid edge helps create a consistent straight overlap • Enhanced Quality
- Readily available • No costly delays

Impact on Safety • Helping you Become a Safer Employer

- Safer to handle during installation • Helps reduce hand injuries
- Safer post install • Creating a safer environment for plant operators and maintenance personnel
- Safety hem on leading edge • All other edges factory deburred for superior protection against lacerations

Consider.

Is Labour a big Cost Component?

Is Safety Important to you, your Customers, and your Employees?

Is CUI an Issue?

Consider using SafetyJacs® Cut and Roll and see the difference it can make.